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THE LISTRIBUTION OF IMPURITIES IN THE ALLOYED LAYER

OF PHOTOELECTRIC CONVERTERS

A. K. Zaytsev and A. Ya. Gliberman

Recently, much use has been made of various., semiconductor devices

prepared by the diffusion of donor or acceptor impurities and having

large-surface p-n-Junctions.

The properties of such a device, its characteristics, and its

efficiency depend greatly on the alloyed surface layer and the dis-

tribution of the concentration of the active impurity in the layer.

Therefore, it is very important to find an acceptable method for

investigating the surface layer when developing diffuse semiconductor

devices.

In the present work we give a method for investigating the layer

created by the diffusion of acceptor impurities (boron) into n-type

silicon, or a donor impurity (phosphorous) into p-type silicon. The

device is intended to be used as a photoelectric radiant-energy con-

verter.

Specimen Model and Measurement Method

The measurements were conducted using rectangular samples. The
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resistivity was measured before diffusion of the impurity by the two-

probe method according to a compensation system. On a special device

we determined the Hall-effect voltage. The position of the sample

during such a measurement is shown schematically in Fig. i.*

On the basis of these measurements we calculated the basic para-

meters of the starting material: resistivity p, mobility p, and con-

centration of main charge carriers n.

After diffusion, one side of the sample is completely polished;

the alloyed layer is placed only in the centers of the side faces. '

As the contacts we used nickel which was then tinned. To the tinned

contacts we attached wire current leads. The sample prepared for the

experiments is show in Fig. 2.

The electrical properties of the sample as the alloyed layer was

etched were investigated using the same devices as for determination

of the starting material. After alloying, the current does not pass

through the entire thickness of the sample but only through the thin

surface layer, since the p-n-junction can be considered a plane which

electrically insulates the starting material from the alloyed layer

with a 'conductivity of'the opposite type.

The entire sample, except for the upper working surface, was

covered with lacquer. In this form the working surface was etched, in

a KOH solution. The lacquer was carefully removed from those parts

of the sample which were to come in contact with the electrodes of

the measurement devices. After measurement, the contacts were again

coated with lacquer for subsequent etching.

* The projections on the side faces were created after the
sample had been subjected to thermal diffusion.
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Simultaneously with the etching, we measured the load character-

istics of the sample operating as a photoelectric converter. The

measurements were made under a lamp (3S3-type thermal radiator),cor-

rected with light filters* with a spectru and intensity of the solar

radiator of 78 mw/cm2.'

We should mention that the position of the current lead on the

alloyed working surface (Fig. 2) is extremely unsuitable, from the

standpoint of creating minimum spreading resistance.

In addition, a lower efficiency results from the fact that the

working surface of the sample has a high reflection factor because of

the lack of a nonreflecting film on the working surface.

However, these facts do not disrupt the general regularity of

the change in the electrical properties as the alloyed layer is etched.

The average thickness of the etched layer Ax was determined from

- the difference in weight before and after etching. Weighing was done

on an analytical balance with a sensitivity of 10-4 per scale division.

The specific weight of the silicon was 2.3 g/cm3 .

Strictly spaaking, the removal of subsequent layers of the alloyed

region by the etching method cannot pretend to any great accuracy

because of the relatively rough nonuniform nature of the etching itself.

Nevertheless, the averaged values obtained and the order of magnitude

are completely reliable for appropriate conclusions to be drawn.

Calculation Formulas

In the alloyed region it is important to establish the dependence

• r r(x), where Ui is the average concentration of the embedded

The lamp was adjusted using a standard photo-converter whose
characteristic was determined in advance under illumination by natural
sunlight of a known intensity.
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impurity in each subsequently etched layer, and x is the depth of the

layer calculated from the surface of the sample. The value of C

should differ for each etched layer since the impurity is non uniformly

distributed in the alloyed region. In our specific case, considering

that the atoms of the impurity are all ionized [1], we can assume

that Cl is equal to the average concentration of the basic current

carriers in the etched layers.

Two independent measurements were made each time to determine

this concentration for the alloyed layer.

Measurement of the Layer Conductivity Layer G

from the Remaining Alloyed Layer

The ends of the sample were clamped between two electrodes and

current I (of the order of 10-20 ma) was passed through it. The drop

in voltage U was determined between two tungsten probes located along.

the current lines and I mm from them.

Then

where 10 is the distance between probes, in cm; and b is the width

of the sample, in cm.

Measurement of the Emf of the Hall Effect

The sample was placed in magnetic field H such that the magnetic

lines of force were perpendicular to the working surface. Along the

zones alloyed with the impurity we passed current i and determined

the voltage drop Ue between the ends of the sample. The Hall-effect

voltage UHwas read between the projections of the sample in the

middle of its side faces (Fig. i).



Knowing U. and G before and after etching we can, using formulas

derived previously [i, 2], find the value of the average mobility 41

and the average concentration of atoms of the impurity (boron) -d in

the thin etched alloyed surface layers o~f silicon:
u,, u,,, (J (2)

[N - U 11 , ( it

0ý G,( )tip - A

where the subscript "0" pertains to values found before removal, and

the subscript "1" pertains to values found after removal, of a thin

layer Ax thick, in cm; B is a constant, equal to 1.18 * i0-3 HbE (in

our case, Ee =Ue/1, where 1 is the length of the sample, cm); a is

the electron charge of 1.6 iO-9 coulomb; Ue and UH are in volts;

and H.is in gauss.

For a more accurate calculation of -- it is better to proceed as

follows. First we construct, from experimental points, and dependences

U = f(x) and UH = f(x) (Fig. 3). Then using strictly determined

thicknesses Ax (e.g., Ax = i or Ax = 20) and finding from the graphs
the values of U and UH corresponding to the selected Ax, we can calcu-

late for them -l and'U for the entire alloyed region.

Results

When the diffusion of atoms occurs from the vapor phase (on dif-

fusion of phosphorous) or from a relatively thick layer of atoms of

the diffusing agent which has been precipitated onto the surface of

the silicon (on the diffusion of boron), we can consider that the

number of source atoms remains constant during diffusion. In this

case, as we know [3], the concentration of the diffused atoms is

determined by the expression
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where Cxt is the concentration of imbedded impurity diffused in~t

seconds over a distance of x cm; C. is the concentration of impurity
atoms at the surface, cm'; D is the diffusion coefficient, cm2/sec

and erfc is a table function.

Investigations conducted on several samples for which the p-n

junction was created by the diffusion of phosphorous in p-type Si [21

(Fig. 4) showed that the distribution of impurity atoms in the alloyed

region is unique. The same was true of boron in the creation of a

p-n junction with n-type Si. The concentration of phosphorous and

boron, when shifting from the surface to the p-n junction, changed

relatively little (by approximately one order of magnitude) throughout

practically the entire alloyed layer, and dropped sharply (by several

orders of magnitude) near the p-n junction.

This can be explained by the fact that the diffusion coefficient

of the.impurity is not the same throughout the alloyed layer.

An approximate evaluation, made on the basis of experimental data

[21, showed that near the surface the diffusion coefficient was iO-i14

times greater than with the sample, at the p-n Junction. In other

words, we have a "steep diffusion front" of impurity in the silicon.

The curves shown in Fig. 4 pertain to three samples whose starting

material had identical resistivity. The point of intersection of the

diffusion curve with the horizontal straight line corresponding to the

impurity concentration in the starting material gives the depth of

occurrence of the p-n junction. The reason for the discrepancy between

the theoretical distribution of the diffused impurity and experimental

data has not yet been explained, and requires further study.

Evidently, specific conditions of the process of the diffusion of



an impurity into silicon, which cannot be taken into account in the

general diffusion theory, play a role here.
Figure 5 shows changes in the electrical properties of a sampl e

as a photoconverter.

We see that upon first etching the alloyed zone, there is an

increase in the open-circuit voltage UoIc, the short-circuit current

Is-c, and the maximum power Pmax of the photoconverter.

This increase occurs to a specific depth of the p-n junction,

which can be called the optimum depth. Further etching results in

a decrease in the indicated parameters.

When the p-n junction is deeper than x the resistance r of the

layer increases slowly. For junction depths less than xopt the resist-

ance of the alloyed layer sharply increases. In our specific case

(Fig. 4) opt is equal to approximately 3 P [4].

Analysis of the distribution of the concentration of the imbedded

impurity and the change in the parameters of the sample as a photo-

converter as the alloyed region is etched, conducted for many samples,

makes it possible to make the following assumptions.

The optimum depth of the p-n junction, corresponding to the maxi-

mum power generated by the photoconverter, can be defined mainly by

two values: the total value of surface and volume recombination of

the s-type carriers, and the successive resistance R of the photo-

converter. To lower the recombination losses it is necessary that

the pr-n junction be removed from the region where the pairs form by

a distance equal to or less than the diffusion length of the current

oarriers.

Electron-hole pairs occurring under the influence of light form

approximately to a depth of 25 p. from the surface [5). Therefore,
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for deep Junctions we can consider that all pairs are generated in the

alloyed region. In this case the coefficient of the separation of

pairs by the p-n junction will depend mainly on the diffusion length

of the secondary current carriers of the alloyed zone.

As the surface is etched, the alloyed zone becomes thinner and

when the sample is illuminated, the relative number of pairs formed

on the part of the .starting silicon increases.

Now the separation coefficient will depend on the diffusion length

of the minority carriers of the alloyed region and on the diffusion

length of the minority carriers in the starting material.

The optimum depth of the p-n junction x will evidently depend

on the relation between these diffusion lengths and the concentration

of electron-hole pairs on both sides of the p-n junction.

The successive resistance of the photoconverter consists of the

sum of several resistances:

R=Rl+ Ri+R1 RSi

where R1 is the resistance of the upper layer alloyed with impurities;

R is the resistance of the starting silicon; and is the resistanceRSi

of the contacts of the photoconverters.

With etching of the surface (RSi + Rc) the back resistance remains

constant, while R1 increases due to a decrease in the thickness of

the alloyed region.

This can also effect the terminal value of Xopt, shifting it

toward higher values compared with that value which would result only

from the influence of recombination.

The influence of R1 on the shift in Xopt can possibly explain

the experimental fact (see Fig. 5) that the depth of the junction,

which corresponds to maximum efficiency of the photoelement, is greater
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than the depth of the junction corresponding to maximum I

s-c

We can also assume that the terminal value of Xopt is also effected

by the back resistance of the photoconverter, since it has been shown

[6] that beginning with specific photoelement dimensions, its back

resistance sharply increases. Photoconverters for which the p-n

Junction was created under identical conditions should, with different

parameters, have differing x

The final value of the optimum depth of the p-n junction corres-

ponds to that value for which the total effect of all the enumerated

factors is minimum.

Conclusions

1. The described method is applicable to study of impurities in

the surface layer of photoconverters.

2. For photoconverters with an upper alloyed layer formed by

the diffusion of boron into n-type silicon and phosphorous into p-type

silicon, the distribution of the imbedded impurity is not subject to

Fick's law. The diffusion front is steep, i.e., the impurity concen-

tration changes relatively little throughout the alloyed layer, and

drops sharply at a slight distance from the p-n junction.

3. The optimum depth of the p-n junction is evidently determined

by the following factors: recombination, the resistance of the alloyed

layer, and the value of the back resistance Rb. The optimum depth

occurs where all these factors are minimum.
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Fig. i. Device for measuring

the Hall-effect voltage. 1-2)
current-conducting electrodes;
...3-4) electrodes for measuring
the Hall-effect voltage; 5)
sample; 6) bottom pole of the
eleotromagnet.

Fig. 2. Sample for -
investigating the alloyed
layer. i) p-n junction,
.2) electrode projections
for measuring the Hall-
effect, 3) diffused laer,
4) starting silicon, 5 ).,

metal contacts, 6) cur- r

rent leads.

Fig. 3. Voltage V.

51 . - ,__ and V vs. depth of
"layer x.
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Fig. 4. Distribution
of concentration of . , ___ -"_ _--._-

phosphorous atoms dif- .
fused into a p-type 7 'silicon surface layer. _o,__
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A STUDY OF THE POSSIBILITY OF USING POLYCRYSTALLINE SILICON

TO MAKE PHOTOELECTRIC CONVERTERS

A. Ya. Gliberman, A. K. Zaytseva, and A. P. Landsman

Up to the present time, highly efficient silicon photoconverters

have been made only of single crystals, which are still extremely

costly. The use of less expensive polycrystals involves great diffi-

culties in the attaining of suitable efficiency.

Preliminary investigations using single-crystal silicon have made

it possible to determine the effect that a number of parameters of the

starting material have on the properties of the photoconverters.

These works have, to a considerable extent, made it possible to show

the possibility of using polycrystals in the manufacture of photo-

converters; basically, this is as follows.

It is considered that it is most favorable, from an energy stand-

point, to make the converters along the crystallographic direction

(iii).* However, studies of'single crystals [i]i have shown that the

energy properties of photoelements do not depend on the crystallographic

orientation of the silicon used to make them. The crystallographic

* Such an opinion is evidently based on concepts of the proper-
ties of fused p-n junctions.
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planes (i11), (110), and (100) have no advantage over one another.

The rate of diffusion of boron and phosphorous in silicon is identical

along all crystallographic directions. The efficiencies of converters

made of plates cut along the above-indicated planes were completely

identical. Further, it was noted that the quality of silicon photo-

converters is independent, within broad limits, of the resistivity p

of the starting material and the life time T of the minority carriers

(we investigated the intervals p = 0.1-4.0 ohm and T = i-iO0 "sec) (2].*

The above results allowed us to propose the use, as a raw material for

making solar converters, of such polycrystalline silicon in which,

from grain to grain, there can be considerably greater variations of

p and T than along a single-crystal fusion, while the crystallographic

orientations of individual single-crystal grains can differ sharply.

Polycrystalline Silicon

A polycrystal consists of single-crystal grains with varying

orientation of the crystallographic axes. The basic part of the impur-

ities may accumulate at the boundaries of the crystal grains. In,

semiconductors with low conductivity the presence of such transitional

layers with increased concentration can, in certain cases, have the

result that when an electric current is passed through, a considerable

part of it will flow not through the single-crystal grains but along

the surface of the grains which has increased impurity conductivity.

On the other hand, in polycrystalline silicon the boundaries of the

grains can act as regions with increases resistance and, when measur-

ing the sample resistance, they can appear as potential Jumps. The

* In this work we do not study the influence of life-time restor-
ation on the properties of photoconverters.



presence of adsorbing impurities on the grain surface can influence,

to a considerable extent, the photoconductivity of the polycrystals

since the current carriers freed by the light can be captured by

intercrystalline layers, which results in sharply limited mobility of

the current carriers.

There may be. cases when despite the absence of adsorbing impuri-

ties the atoms on the grain boundaries are in a somewhat different

energy state than are the atoms of the basic substance which are

located far from the boundaries. This latter fact results in the

formation of basic "surface levels" (Tamm levels) which can be located

in the forbidden zone and cause surface conductivity. The presence of

surface levels can influence noticeably not only the dark conductivity

of the polycrystals but also the photoelectric, contact, and other

properties. It follows from experimental data that the mobility, and

Sparticularly the lifetime of the current carriers of the polycrystals

are, as a rule, less than for single crystals, which is due in particu-

lar to the fact that the grain boundaries act as regions with a high

recombination rate [31.

Consequently, the field of application of polycrystal semiconduc-

tors is still quite limited. The literature contains no data on

photoconductors made of polycrystalline silicon, except for the publi-

cation [4] which mentions the manufacture of elements made of large-

block crystals. However, their efficiency did not exceed 0.6%, which

eliminated them. as an electric power source.

The investigated polycrystalline silicon can be characterized by

the sign of the oonductance (p- or n-type), the degree of polyorystal-

linity (the magnitude of the individual single-crystal grains), and

also by the method of preparing the ingot, i.e., whether an oriented
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or nonoriented seed is used to produce t'he crystal. In the first case,

individual single-ý0ystal "needles" of relative large cross section

(Fig. ia) penetrated lobngitudinally throughout practically the entire

ingot (henceforth we will all this an oriented crystal). Wq can

assume that the crystallographio orientation of the perpendicular

axis of the ingot of the cross-section plane of individual single-

crystal grains varies, from needle to ,needle, within certain limits

about the crystallographic plane (iii). In the second case, when the

'crystal is produced without the aid of oriented seedln< the indiviaual

single-crystal grains are positioned at random, so that in the cross

Ssection perpendicular to the axis of the fusion there will be the most

diverse orientations of the individual crystdls.

The dimensions of the grains in the second case (nonoriehted

crystal, Fig. ib) were considerably smaller than in the case of, the

oriented seed. When X-rays were taken of several large-block crystals

elongated by means of the seed:-oriented *in the (ili) plane, itrwas,

found that the planes of the individual single-crystal grains -N the

cross section perpendicular to the crystal axis were randomly oriented

and did not lie within a small angular range near the (iii) plane.

Table I gives the angles, averaged for many grains, between the crystal-

lographic planes (110), (100), (iii), and the plane Of the cut, i.e.,.

the plane perpendicular to the crystal axis, for several polycrystal-

line oriented ingots. N\.

.We see that the deviation of the plane of the cut from the (ii0)

and (iii) planes is approximately identical. We can say that regard-

less of whether the polycrystalline ingot is elongated by means of

an oriented or nonoriented seed, there is no predominant orientation

of the individual single-crystal grains above any crystallographic

directign.
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Investigation of the resistivity of polycrystals showed that it,

as a rule, remains constant from grain to grain, while the boundaries

between the grains can be regions with increased resistance. Similar

jumps in resistance were detected for more high-resistance materials

(p , i ohm-cm and higher) and were completely absent in low-resistance

materials (p' O.i ohm-cm). Figure 2 gives graphs of the voltage drop

along rectangular polycrystalline samples. The voltage was measured

by a potentiometer between two probes along the longitudinal axis of

symmetry of the sample. One probe, the fixed one, was located near

one of the contacts, and the other was moved along the sample. The

boundaries between the grains are indicated by the wavy lines. The

identical slope of the voltage line for various grains indicates that

their resistivities are identical. The rapid changes in voltage at the'

boundaries are cuased by the sharp increase, in this region, of the,

-resistance. The nature of the intercrystal resistances has not as yet

been sufficiently studied. Preliminary measurements, however, have

shown that the resistances do not evidently pertain either to the type

of purely capacitive layers or the type of barrier layers in the form

of a p-n junction, since the change indirection of the direct current

and the transition to alternating current with frequency variations

from 50 to 200 cps did not lead to a change in the value of the transi-

tional resistance between the individual grains (Fig. 3). A change

in the value of the current passing through the sample also resulted

in no change in the value of the intercrystal resistances. This indihA

cates that evidently the nature of this resistance cannot be classified

as symmetrically-nonlinear. In the case of illumination, the resist-

ance of the sample decreases, mainly due to the photoconductivity

occurring in the intercrystal regions. With a rise in temperature,

-1.7-



in the darkness, the resistance of the intercrystal regions also

decreases while the resistivity of the single-crystal grains increases

somewhat. This fact does not contradict the experimental dependences

of the value of the resistivity on temperature for silicon with vary-

ing amounts of proportioned impurities of atoms [3]. This makes it

possible to assume that the transient resistances between the grains

are ohmic, while the observed rapid changes are due to the lower effec-

tive impurity concentration in these transitional layers.

The Hall voltage also changes considerably along the sample. In

several cases this is a two-fold change. The scatter cannot be caused

by edge effects since a similar variation in the Hall voltage was alsa

noted in the central part of the polycrystalline samples. In single-

crystal plates the scatter of the values of the Hall voltage, measured

at the center and near the current contacts, was considerably less.

As we have mentioned, the rate of diffusion of boron and phos-

phorous into sodium is identical (within limits of measurement accu-

racy . i p) in all crystallographic directions. An example of the

position of the p-n junction for polycrystals is given in Fig. 4, which

shows microsections with a tinted p-n junction.

As can be seen from the photographs, the depth of the p-n Junc-

tion is identical in all grains of a polycrystalline plate. There was

no noted disruption of the diffusion layer in the intercrystalline

regions, as a rule, although there were samples where the diffusing

agent penetrated to a great depth at the grain boundaries (Fig.. 5).

The nature of these disruptions was evidently caused, for the cases

shown in Figs. 5a and 5b, by various..factors, i.e., by the varying

structure of the boundary region Figures 5a and 5b show two intensely

colored bands along the edges of an intermediate zone. The example
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(phosphorous) was evidently concentrated on both sides of this zone.

In another sample (Fig. 5b) the impurity penetrated deeply along the

Joint, and there is no weakly colored intermediate zone. The nature

* of these disruptions is not yet clear. Such disruptions should

undoubtedly have a negative influence on the properties of photocon-

verters.

Concepts on the Design of Polycrystal Devices

It could be assumed that in the present design of instruments the

influence of certain harmful phenomena, which might occur at the bound-

aries of relatively large grains (Fig. ia, b), could be excluded to

a considerable extent, since the generated pairs, before their separa-

tion (Fig. 6) in most cases could not pass the boundary zone. The

influence of intercrystalline layers will be reflected only in the

pairs formed in the immediate vicinity of the boundary zone. The

number of pairs will evidently be the greater, the higher the degree

of polycrystallinity of the workpieces. Obviously, we can consider

that if the dimensions of the crystal grains are much greater-than the

diffusion length of the minority current carriers (even better, greater

than the thickness of the instrument plate), the amount of carriers

recombined at the grain boundaries, not counting the pairs generated

in their immediate vicinity, will be very slight. The harmful influ-

ence of the increased resistance of the intercrystal Junctions

can be eliminated by means of a special current conducting network

(Fig. 7). In this case, the converter consists, as it Were, of indi-

vidual small single-crystal photoelements connected in parallel [5].

However, at the present time the difference in resistance can be

balanced by means of thermal diffusion or by coating with a good-con-

ducting surface film, which makes it possible to eliminate the placing
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of an additional current network on the illuminated surface of the poly-

crystalline device.

The accumulation of impurities- in the intercrystalline region is

most harmful to the converter. Increased concentration of these

impurities can result in shunting of the p-n Junction. Such phenomena

were observed when making instruments from low-resistance polycrystal-

line ingots.

Operational Characteristics of Polycrystalline Converters

Photoconverters were made from oriented and nonoriented p- and

n-type polycrystalline ingots.

In general, we may say that the operational characteristics- of

polycrystalline converters and the influence on them of various external

factors (illumination, temperature, etc.) differ little from photo-

cells made from single crystals. The basic distinction of polycrystal-

line devices is the somewhat lower open-circuit voltage Vo-c and short-

circuit current density Isc which, naturally, causes lower efficiency.

Figure 8a shows the load characteristics of four polycrystalline

converters, recorded in sunlight in the middle of July, 1959, in Moscow.

The converters were made of oriented p-type polycrystals with grain

structures as shown in Fig. ia. Figure 8b shows analogous character-

istics for devices made of nonoriented p-type polycrystals (see Fig.

ib). The curves were recorded on October 31, 1959 at Moscow. In

general cases the p-n junction was made by thermal diffusion of phos-

phorous vapors into silicon. For n-type polycrystalline converters

(grain-structure shown in Fig. ia) the p-n junction was made by dif-

fusion of boron from the solid phase into silicon.

Table 2 gives the basic parameters of a number of elements from
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all the mentioned groups. The light parameters given in the table

(Vo0 c, Is_c, efficiency) were obtained by means of a heat radiator

(a ZS3 bulb) using a water filter with a photoconverter temperature

of -50 . The lamp was adjusted such that the load curve of the stand-

ard element, recorded under the lamp, coincided with the load curve of

the same element under sunlight with a total intensity of about 750

2
w/m2. The values of the series R and parallel R resistances of thes p
photoconverters were determined, respectively, from the direct and

-reyerse branches of the dark volt-ampere characteristics. The values

of the density of the dark saturation current Jo and the coefficient A*

were calculated *from the logarithmic equation of the direct branches

of the volt-ampere characteristics recorded at a temperature of -25

Polycrystalline cells can be divided into two types according to

the values of Jo and the parameter A. For some of these (Fig. 9),

Sbecause of the break in the logarithmic line ln I = f(V), the values

of A and Jo were different for lowand high voltages (the table gives

both values). The break is usually noted in the range of Yoltages from

250 to 450 mv. For other cells, the coefficient A and'the value of Jo

remain constant from low positive voltages up to voltages at the p-n

junction close to the value of the potential barrier of the Junction

Vk* A similar phenomenon was observed for single-crystal photoconvert-

ers [6]. The reason for this is not clear.

The temperature dependences of the basic parameters of polycrystal-

line converters - open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current, series

resistance, and maximum power - are the same as for single-crystal

* A is a coefficient which characterizes, to a certain extent,
the width of the p-n junction; it is within the range from one to
several units.
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converters [6, 7, 8, 9]. However, sometimes at low temperatures there

are very high series resistances. With a drop in the temperature of

several samples from +25 to -600 the resistance measured from the

slope of the linear segment of the volt-ampere characteristic increased

100-fold. The value of the maximum power underwent a 2-3-fold decrease

from its maximum value. The same type of sharp increase in series

resistance with a drop in temperature was observed for photocells made

from polycrystals with resistance discontinuities at the boundary

layers. That such a great increase in series resistance does not

cause a considerable decrease in power can be explained by the fact

that the light volt-ampere characteristic of these converters has two

linear segments. In the fourth quadrant, where the device operates

as a generator, the slope of the linear segment of the volt-ampere

characteristic (Fig. iO) and, consequently, the series resistance in

this quadrant, are considerably less than in the first quadrant. The

slope of the linear segment in the first quadrant sharply increases

with a drop in temperature, and the slope of the linear segment in the

fourth quadrant remains practically constant. The nature of the non-

linear resistance in the region of voltages of 500-800 mv is unclear.

It is possible that such an inflection is caused by the influence of

the blocking layer of the lower contact which is manifested at a low

temperature. This layer in the first quadrant is included in the

blocking direction.

The maximum spectral sensitivity of the polycrystalline photo-

converters (Fig. il) is in the wavelength region 7500-8500 A. Illumina-

tion of the polycrystalline devices lowers the reflection coefficient

from 30 to 5-8%. The maximum power produced per unit working surface

of an average polycrystalline converter reaches, in sunlight, 5-6
2

mw/cm at present. Batteries with a power of I w made from
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Polycrystalline silicon are 2-3 times less expensive than those made

of single-crystal silicon. Therefore, despite the somewhat lower

energy indices of the photocells, polycrystalline' silicon 'Can be a

promising material for mass-production of photoelectric converters.

Wa-

Fig. 1. Samples of polyerystals.
a) oriented, b). nonoriented.
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Fig. 6. Schematic position of grains in a poly-
crystalline photoconductor (cross section).
1,2) upper and lower contacts; 3) diffusion of
minority carriers to p-n Junction; 4) n-type;
5) p-type. J/,
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Fig. 7. Polycrystalline con- 4.%,
verter with additional current
conducting networks.
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Fig. 8. Volt-ampere load charac-
teristics of converters. a) con-
verter made from p-type oriented
silicon; i) area of polycrystal
3.2 cm2 , intensity of sun's rays
W =915 w/m2; 2) area 7, intensity
885; 3) 5.7 and 888; 4) 4.6 and
896; b) converter made of p-type
nonoriented silicon; i) area of
polycrystal 3.6 cm2 , intensity of
sun's rays 734 w/m2 ; 2) 4..93 and
737; 3) 3.6 and 737; 4 3.31 and
739.
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TABLE 2

SDP

SIqdex S~e. - Vo0 , -oV. - Off. % RS, ohm Rp,Ohm A fOl-
Oriented p-type or~ysta p - 2 ohm-am

1-0 7,0 510 22 6,4 1,3 2000 2,5 0,3
0,04

11-0 3.,2 505 22 7,4 1,8 2500, 2,1 1,3
1,3 0,04

20-0 4,6 400 21 6, 4 1,4 4000 2,4 1,5
1,7 0,5

32-0 6,6 460 22 5,0 2,4 1,300 3,7 82
1,3 6,7

Nonoriented p-type orystal p - 0,1 ohm-em

3-H 3,6 525 13 5,0 2,0 1200 2,5 1,0
1,6 0,02

4-H 3,6 490 16 4,8 1,5 10000 2,9 1,2
"1,9 0,1

5-H 4,9 510 .12 .4,3 1,5 6"000 2,5 0,9
1,5 0,04

8-H 4,1 510 14 4,2 1,5 1600 3,0 1,0
, 2,4 0,04

Oriented n-type crrystal p - 1,5 ohm.om
X*1-20 11,0 .495 18 5,0 0,0 1300 4, 6,/ 105
.0-32 10,9 490 14 4,0 0,6 1600 3,4' 23,0
.0-27 9,4 51!) 17 5,0 0,4 1900 1,1 7,4

"F

Fig. 9. Graphs of the equation
=s 60 In I = f(V) for polycrystalline
mV, converters.
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Fig. 10. Light volt-ampere characteris-
tics of a polycrystalline converter at
various temperatures.
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Fig. ii. Graphs of the absolute spectral
sensitivity of polycrystalline photocon-
verters. i) oriented p-type; 2)non-
oriented p-type; 3) oriented n-type.
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DESIGNS AND ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF BATTERIES

MADE FROM SILICON PHOTOELECTRIC CONVERTERS

G. S. Daletskiy and N. V. Shavrin

At the present time there is a great difference in the design of

batteries made from silicon photoconverters. The samples of batteries

and photoconverters shown at the All-Union House of the National Econ-

omy differ in size, shape, geometry of the current conductors, and

armoring. The diversity is due to the following reasons:

the high cost of single-crystal silicon used in the batteries;

the desire to use most effeciently the area allotted to the

batteries;

the differences in the mechanical and climatic requirements

imposed on the batteries.

The high cost of silicon requires that it be used as economically

as possible and, consequently, the use of round photoconverters of

various diameters, since silicon is prepared in the form of cylindri-

cal ingots. Efficient use of the area requires the making of rectangu-

lar photoconverters, which results in great waste of the silicon.

Either form can be used, depending on the intended purpose of the

*: batteries.
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Recently, due to the decreased cost of silicon, the creation of

batteries from polycrystalline silicon, and mainly because of the ever

increasing orders for batteries, there has been a tendency to stand-

ardize ready-made photoconverters, i.e., the production of 3-4 sizes

of silicon photoconve'rters. These are made in the form of separate

units (Fig. i).

When there are no limitations on the sizes of the batteries, we

use round photoconverters with radial and annular upper current con-

ductors.

To increase the mechanical strength, the round photoconverters

are placed in metal or plastic holders and insulating material is

poured in. The surface is coated with special lacquers to protect

against wear.

The diameter of the round photoconverter varies from 22 to 45 mm

Sand depends on the diameter of the single crystal from which the

photoconverter is made.

Regardless of the diameter, round photoconverters have identical

electrical characteristics for solar radiation with an intensity of
c2 on

i00 mw/cm and atemperature on the cell of 30

At maiximum power the efficiency is 7-9%; the maximum specific

power is 7-0 mw/cm ; the voltage at maximum power is 0.38-0.40 v; the
2current, at maximum power, from i cm of working surface is 20-24 ma.

Rectangular photoconverters are used to make many types of bat-

teries with power from fractions of a watt to. hundreds of watts.

In order to facilitate the mechanization and automation of photo-

cell production and to simplify and assembly and mounting of batteries,

the number of sizes of manufactured photoconverters has been reduced

greatly.
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The table gives the basic electrical characteristics of certain

standardized photoconverters with an output voltage of 0.i4 v with solar

2 0
radiation energy of 100 mw/cm and a cell temperature of 30

Combined use of the four sizes of photoconverters shown in Table

i makes it possible to increase the Surface utilization factor of almost

any battery to 0.9 (to 0.95 in the case of rectangular forms).

Silicon photoconverters of various types are grouped as cells and

i. groups (Fig. 2).

Each cell consists.of 8 series-connected photoconverters. The

converters overlap, which assures reliable electrical contact and

.maximum utilization of the surface of the battery.

Current conductors are affixed to the terminal photoconverters

to connect the cells into groups and batteries.

The choice of the number of photoconverters in a cell is not

fortuitous. Each cell, consisting of 8 photoconverters, can be used

to charge one storage battery at the maximum possible air temperatuares

at surface level. At the same time, the cell is the elementary unit

of batteries used for charging any number of storage batteries of any

type. The required output voltage is assured by the series-connection

of the necessary number of cells, beginning with the required charge

voltage.

Table 2 gives the current characteristic of standardized cells

for batteries made of silicon photoconverters with an output voltage

of.2.8 v for solar radiation of 100 mw/cm2 and a cell temperature of

300.

The connection of cells into groups in parallel assures any

required battery current.

We also shielded individual cells used to make up a battery,
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using plastic or metal boxes. One of these cells is shown in Fig. 3.

The surface utilization factor in such a case is lower than when

the individual cells are'not shielded, but the convenience, the speed

with which batteries can be put together, and the high mechanical

strength forces us in certain cases to shield the cells.

The use of metal boxes assures good removal of heat from the

photoconverters.

The individual cells on groups that make up the battery are

coated with special lacquers when it is necessary to hermetically seal

the metal current leads from the harmful effects of the ambient medium

and to protect the working surface of the photoconverters from wear.

As we have mentioned, batteries differ greatly in design.

The batteries shown in Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 differ in power,

size, design, climatic and mechanical resistance, and the shape of the

- photoconverters used.

Figure 4 shows a battery in an electric table clock and used to

recharge the storage battery of the clock. The battery uses round

photoconverters connected in series. The battery assures recharging

one cadmium-nickel storage battery with currents from 2 to 120 ma for

illumination from 100 to 25,000 lux, respectively. The battery case

is made of white plastic.

Figure 5 shows a battery for powering an electronic instrument.

The battery is in a housing made of a light metal alloy and uses

hexagonal photoconverters with radial upper current conductors. Such

a battery aggregate makes possible maximum utilization of its area

for positioning the photooonverters, but hinders the manufacture of

the photoconverters and setting up the battery. The battery is so

designed as to be able to be oriented in the vertical plane.
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Figure 6 shows a stationary battery used to charge the storage

batteries of telemetry equipment. The battery is-designed for use in

the southern part of the country. The battery case is also made of a

light metal alloy and has channels for improving heat transfer with

the ambient medium.

The battery design allows it to be periodically reoriented with

respect to the sun in horizontal and vertical planes. The battery

has devices for changing the type of commutation of the photoccnverters

in it.

This battery uses seven-element cells with FKD-4 elements. The

battery case is 300 mm in diameter. The power of the battery with

100 w/cm incident radiation is about-7 w.

Figure 7 shows a semi-portable battery of folded design with an
2area of i m2. The battery case is of duralumin and it attached to a

stand with extension legs. The design of the battery allows it to be

oriented either horizontally or vertically.

'The battery is designed for operation under the most adverse

climatic conditions, and for transportation by all possible means.

The battery consists of round photoconverters. The working surface of
i 2 ; tepwrwh100 w/cm2

the battery is 0.7m2; the power with i m incident radiation

is about 40 w; the battery weighs 10 kg.

Figure 8 shows a portable battery designed for charging the

storage batteries *of portable small-output radio stations.

The photoconverters are mounted in a closed metal housing which

has a strengthening rib which also serves for heat transfer with the

ambient air. The battery has special positioning devices and devices

for orienting it with-respect to the sun. The orientation is controlled

by means of a shadow indicator. For control of the operating condition



of the battery and the external electrical circuit it has a special

signal device in the forn of a pilot bulb which is. switched on at the

moment of control.

The entire design of the battery assures protection of the photo-

converters under any transportation conditions and in any climatic zone

of the Soviet Union. The metal parts have rust-inhibiting and wear-

resistant coatings. The battery unit includes a connecting cable and

a cover for transporting it.

The basic characteristics of the portable battery made of silicon

photoconverters are as follows: size 250 x 250 x 20 mnm; weight 900 g;

output voltage 9 v; output current 450 ma. The-voltage and current

2 .0.

are given for radiation of i00 mw/cm and a cell temperature of 30

Since, for maximum power throughout the daylight part of the day,

there must be frequent (at least every 30 minutes) orientation of the

, battery with respect to the sun's rays, we developed, made, and tested

batteries with automatic revolution that would track the sun's rays.

Figure 9 shows such a battery. As the servotransducers we used

two groups (6-8 photoconverters) of FKD-2 photoconverters in each

plane. The groups of transducers had shields which were so designed

that a relay closed the circuit of the executive mechanism'when the

sun's rays deviated 5-7 from the perpendicular to the plane. The

executive mechanisms were powered by storage batteries. The device

allowed synchronous tracking both on sunny and on cloudy days, and

also automatif rotation of the battery from extreme west to extreme

east, in the direction of sunrise. The battery has metallic reflectors.

The use of a servosystem makes it possible to obtain, from bat-

teries with reflectors, 2.5-3 times more energy than from batteries

set up in an optimum direction without orientation.
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If batteries are used without reflectors, the efficiency of using

the servosystem is somewhat lower.

Obviously, with, increasing, battery power the efficiency of an

installation with a servosystem increases. It is expedient in all

cases to use reflectors.

We know that the use of mirrors to concentrate the light on the

battery makes possible a considerable increase in the specific power

of batteries and thus considerably lowers the cost of batteries while

retainihng :their power.

Our investigations made it possible to determine the optimum

parameters of the reflecting surfaces (reflectors) and also the real

possibilities of using reflectors to increase the specific power of

the batteries.

We used individual photoconverters and batteries with surfaces
2

of from 1.5 to 5 dm with metal reflectors.

The load characteristics were recorded under constant solar

illumination and constant temperature, and were controlled by means

of a control photoconverter. Constant temperature during the measure-

ments was assured by prewarming the battery or the separate photocon-

verters in the sun until there was equilibrium in the heat transfer

between the ambient medium and the test-object. The establishment

of equilibrium was determined by measuring the emf of the photocon-

verter or the battery. We considered that equilibrium was established.

if the emf ceased to drop and remained constant for 15 minutes.

The surfac~e of the batteries was oriented perpendicular to the

sun's rays by means of a shadow indicator. The angle of deviation of

the surface of the photoconverters from the perpendicular to the sunt's

rays was established-by means of a protractor with an arrow. The
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angie-measurement accuracy was +20.

Figure 10 shows the principle of operation of the reflectors.

The sunts rays, indicent at angle a, are reflected at the same angle

onto the surface of the battery. With appropriate selection of the

slope of the reflectors with respect to the battery and the magnitude

of the reflectors on each elementary plane, the illumination will be

the sum of the direct and reflected solar rays. Since the reflected

rays strike the surface of the photocells at a large angle, they are

partially reflected and will not be used. But the reflected light

that is used, as will be shown below, increases considerably (60-i40%)

the specific power of the battery or the individual photoconverters.

We made seven reflectors of metal foil in the form of the frustrum

of a cone whose smaller diameter corresponded to the diameter of the

photoconverter in its holder. The length of the generatrix and the

slope of the generatrix to the plane perpendicular to the solar bat-

tery or the photoconverter are given in Table 3.

In the sunlight we recorded the load characteristics of one photo-

converter with reflectors i, 2, and 3, and without reflectors, for two

positions of the photoconverter relative to the sun's rays:

the photoconverter perpendicular to the sun's rays,

the photoconverter turned 25 relative to the- perpendicular to

the sun's rays.

Figure ii shows the load characteristics graphically. The dots

indicate the points of maximum intensity.

We also recorded the load characteristics of a photoconverter

with reflectors 4, 5, 6, and 7 perpendicular to the sun's rays. The

load characteristics are shown graphically in Fig. 12. We see that

with decreasing slope of the generatrix and a corresponding increase
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in its length, the specific power increases somewhat, but the dimen-

sions of the reflectors increase greatly, and the use of reflectors

0
with a < 30 is not justified, for all practical purposes. A decrease

in the angle of the reflectors requires constant and more precise

orientation of the batteries toward the sun.

Thus, for practical use of reflectors, 300 is the optimum slope

of a. The magnitude of the reflector should be such that the reflected

rays cover the entire photoconverter or battery.

We experimentally determined the increase in specific power of a

battery consisting of 40 photoconverters as a function of the area of

the metallic reflectors (Fig. 13). The numbers in this figure show

the maximum power of a battery without and with reflectors, and the

amplification factor K, which is the quotient obtained by dividing

the power of a battery with reflectors by the power of a battery with-

out reflectors.

On the basis of obtained data we found the dependence of the

battery power on the number (area) of reflectors (Fig. i,). We see

that with an increase in the area of the reflectors the battery power

increases almost proportionally.

We also studied the possibility of using reflectors to increase

the specific power of batteries by means of a battery consisting of

120 series-connected rectangular photoconverters, with an efficiency

of 6-8%, joined in series into units of 5 photoconverters each.

The battery surface was oriented perpendicular to the sun's rays

by means of a shadow indicator. Metallic mirrors were used as the

reflectors. The area of each of the four reflectors was equal to the

area of the solar battery.

All measurements were made near Tashkent. We recorded the load
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characteristics ror a battery with and without reflectors.

The measurement results are shown graphically in Fig. 15.

This figure alsq shows t•e points at which thee power output of

the battery is.,maximum, and also the power-increase factor when

reflectors are used. The power of a solar battery with reflectors is

1.9 times greater than that without reflectors. In all cases there

is decreased efficiency of the battery, evidently due to the additi6nal

heating of the photocells by the reflected light. The decrease in

the order of 8-10%. From Fig. 15 we see that when reflectors are used,

the short-circuit current of the battery increases much more than

does the power.

Table 4 shows the change in the power-increase factor with a

change in battery voltage.

We see that up to a specific voltage, K > 2 while with a further

increase in the working voltage K begins to rapidly decrease•o Our

results showed that the use of the simplest reflectors makes it possible

to effect a 1.6-2.2 fold increase in the specific power of batteries,
2and to obtain, from i dm2 of the photoconverters, a power of i.0-i.6 w

with illumination of ±00 mw/cm2.

Recently we have developed a test battery with reflectors. Fig-

ure 16 shows such a portable battery with four reflectors. This

battery, having a useful photoconverter area of approximately 4.5 dm2 ,

has an output power of 6. 5 w with incident radiation of 1o0 w/cm2 and

0
a photoconverter tempera17e of 30°, which corresponds to a specific

2power 9f 1. 44 w/dm
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TABLE i

lye Di~mmn13ns, Wovkins Output output

Type eftioinorIyP Currenvt, P-ower,

riaD .2 fOXIO 0.85 8 is 7.2
1103 .3 lOxI5 1,275 8 27 * 10.8
1103 .4 10X20 1,70 * 36 14,4
1303 .5, 10x3D 2,40 8 so 20,0
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Fig. 4~. Battery, made of silicon! photor
converters in an electric clock.
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Fig. 5. Silicon-photoconverters battery
*used to power ant electronic device.

TABLE 2

IOver-ell Working Oupu
of' demnsions, suifo.. ourrent,

8 IXD 2 10X72 6,8 18
8ý XD Jx72 10,2 *27

8 ?iD4 .10 X72 13,6 30,
8 M~ 5 30 x 72 19,2 50



AS,

Fig. 4f. Battery made of' silicon photo-
converters in an electric clock.

- ,~-~: ~4.110

7A

Fig5. Silicon-photocoflverters battery
used to power an electronic device.

TABLE 2

Tye Over-211 W.,king OutP-t

mr _pc1, iot, ourrent,

8 D'm .2 10x72 6,.8 18
8 Px': 15x72 10,2 27

8 ?FI 4 f 2X72 13,6 3
8 Mi 5 047 10.2 5
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Fig.8. ortblebattery for power-,
ing portable radio stations.

Fig. 9. A battery with automatic,
revolution.
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TABLE 3

Slope of Length of
Reflectors generstriye generatrix,

dog.

1 30 .31
2 25 34

3 35 34
3Z 4 22 60

Fig. M0. Principle of reflec- 20 726 '18 8/1

tor operation. i) reflector, 7 15 118

2) photoconverter; 3) battery
housing.

.700c of aahtcnetr
• f50

003o 0 0J too JOO •d

,0,, ' ,,, Fig. ii. Load Character-
istics of a photoconverter.

bb e' Upper curves - photocon-

b e verter with reflector;
lower curves -- without
reflector. a) a = 250°
b3 300; f) 350; d) 25;6

2W- 2N 300; f 350; a,b,c)
photoconverter perpendicu-
lar to sun's rays; d,e,f)

V •not perpendicular.

to0 0 5o O IO 300 im 700
U,~V LAV

Cc 

f

IN W 500 iN XV 5 7M0

1/1AV V(" V
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0 ,oo - ...

- '0. • . I.-\'--.

00" .Q0
Joeo

OK 00O 200 JO0 qIG0 500 __________
1/.09 0. ,0 ,5 20

V.V
Fig. 12. Load characteris- Fig. 13. Loac characteris-
tics of a photoconverter tics of a battery with dif-

without a reflector and with ferent numbers of reflectors:
reflectors of various sizes fl with i bottom reflector;
and with various slopes of 2 with a to and bottom
the generatrix relative to reflector; 3) with three re-
the perpendicular to the flectors; k) with four re-
battery plane: i) reflector flectors; 5) without a re-
4, maximum power 65 mw, feflector.
K= 2.5; 2) 5, 66.6, 2.56e.
3) 6, 66.7, 4-; 4) 7, 75,
2.85; 5) no reflector.

Sref/S"r

-. 7S

0 O

0 147 20 39 49"3 J SS

.I,,
t ,o ,Z5 fW ,o V Z

Fig, 14. Battery power VS. Fig. 15. Load characteris-
area of reflectors with tics of an experimental
series (1) and parallel (2) battery with (i),and without
connection,of the cells of (2) metallic reflectors.
the photoconverters.



.1.

Fig. 16. Portable test battery with
f~our r~eflectors.

TABLE,4

].v WthO~Xt With
VV roflector, reflector,

10),0 0,58 1,30 2,24,
200 1,14 2,52 2,21

25,1) 1,1 4t 3,15 2,24,
3),() 1,67 j 6 2,11)
35,0 -1,1) 4,05 2,13
37,~ 5 -)0- 4,13 2,05

/,(),(11 1,95
425 ,17 3 0,0 1,80

/,5, 1 G,1 3,37 1, 56
47,5 2,2 2,50 1.24
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INVESTIGATION OF SILICON PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS FOR

HIGH CONCENTRATIONS OF SOLAR ENERGY

R. P. Borovikova

Determination of the limiting regimes of the operation of silicon ,

photocells operating with solar-energy concentrators is of great

interest. As has been shown [il, silicon photocells manufactured at

the Power Engineering Institute of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR

had a 20-30 fold increase in output power with 100-150 fold increase

in the incident luminous flux. Individual samples produced a 70-fold

increase in output power compared with that power generated by the

photocell under normal illumination (700-800 w/m2 ).

In this work we will investigate silicon photocells with .an.

efficiency from 3 to 10%. The measurement method has been described

previously [i].

Thermocouples were soldered to several of the cells to measure

the temperature. A depression was formed, by an ultrasound device,

in the back of the photocell. The silicon in the depression was

etched by a hot 10% KOH'solution. After the depression had been washed

and dried, the thermocouple bead was placed in it and the depression

was filled with drops of In-Ga solder which is a good wetling agent
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both for the thermocouple and the silicon.

The cells were first investigated without forced cooling, and

then with cooling by running water.

Figure I shows the output power of several photocells as a func-

tion of the illumination for measurements without cooling. As can

be seen from the figure, the output power of the photocells first

2increases, reaching a maximum at (D = 0.3-0.5 w/cm , and then decreases.

For most of the investigated photocells the output power doubles,

compared with that of a photocell at D =0.06 w/c,2; only for three

cells was there a 4- to 5-fold increase. One of the reasons for the

slight increase in power and its subsequent drop is probably heating

of the photocells. The temperature of the photocells-during measure-

ments in natural light fluxes was about 500 (ambient air temperature

35-•00). With an increase in the illumination to 0.4 w/cm2 the tem-

- perature rises to 1100, and it then increases even more -'to 2000.

We attempted to investigate the operation of photocells under

22
illumination of 2 w/cm2 The output power of the photocells dropped.

to 0.8 mw/cm2, while the temperature increased so much that the solder

melted; the lacquer used to coat the photocell soon burned away, and

.the contacts came unsoldered (2350).

To eliminate heating of the photocells they were placed in a heat-

exchanger which had a transparent bottom made of organic glass. Water

at a temperature of 200 was passed through the heat-exchanger. Even

with an illumination of 15 w/cm2 the temperature of the photocells

did not. exceed 550.

The results of investigations of photocells cooled in this manner

are given in Fig. 2. All cells have an inherent rapid rise in power

2for illumination up to 4-5 w/cm .With a further increase in
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illumination, the output power of the photocells remained practically

constant, and even dropped in individual cases. An illumination of

w/cm2 corresponded to an approximate 70-fold concentration of the

light flux.

Of all the investigated photocells, only one gave a 19-fold

increase in power; the others had only a 5-8-fold increase. The varia-

tion in power is practically independent of the efficiency of the

photocell. From the figure we see that an increase in the illumina-

tion of the given photocells above 4 w/cm2 is impractical, since this

would not cause any increase in the specific power. On the other hand,

if the photocell operates in a saturation regime, with illumination

somewhat higher than 5 w/cm2 , its operation will be stable, and will

not depend on random variations in intensity.

On the basis of previous tests,, we created a device made from

photoelectric batteries with an area of 110 cm 2. The device was cooled

with running water. We used a mirror-solar energy concentrator. The

device is shown in Fig. 3. The output power of the photobattery,

measured under normal illumination of 780 w/m , was 0.42 w.

The mirror diameter of 1.4 m was selected so that, taking into

account all losses, 500-600 w of energy were incident on the battery

with average solar radiation.

To determine the degree of uniformity of the illumination of the

photobattery with a mirror, a sheet of asbestos the same size as the

battery was placed. in the focal plane. The temperature field was

recorded by a thermocouple placed at various points of the sheet,

in succession (Fig. 4) Nonuniformity of the temperature field results

in a considerable decrease in the output power of the photobattery.

The volt-ampere characteristic of the photobattery in the focal
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plane of the mirror is shown in Fig. 5. It was recorded for two levels

of solar radiation; 570 w/in (crosses) and 719 w/m (dots), which

corresponds to illumination of the battery of 4.3 w/cm2 and 5.4 w/cm2 .

The output power of the battery was identical in both cases, and equal

to 4.5 w. This indicates that the photobattery operates in a satura-

tion regime in that region where increased illumination has no influ-

ence on the value of the output power.

We used a fan motor as the useful load for the photobattery.

ai

.. ..........

t@, w I/2

Fig. i. Output power of various photo-
Scells vs. illumination without forced

cooling.
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Jo___________ 
__________

Fig. 2. Output power off photocells vs. illumina-
tion when cooled with running water.

Fig'. 3. View of the photobattery.
- with a mror concntrator.
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f 1C

200

Fig-. ~4. Temperature field in the focal
plane of the mirror.

- 100

2600-

Fig. 5. Volt-ampere.,characteristic of
the photobattery'.
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REFLECTORS FOR SOLAR PHOTOELECTRIC BATTERIES

G. I. Markov

As preliminary experimental, conducted by R. P. Borovikova at

the Heliotechnical Laboratory of the Power-Engineering Institute, have

shown, the specific power of solar batteries increases considerably

with an increase in the concentration of solar radiation. Without

touching upon the optimum value of the required concentration factor

(which will obviously be refined in the future), let us merely note

that even a 4- to 5-fold increase in the concentration will assure a

noticeable increase in the specific output of the photobattery, with-'

out artificial cooling of its surface being required. An invariant

requirement in all cases of the irradiation of solar batteries is

their maximum uniform illumination or uniform distribution of the

thermal stress in the focal plane of the reflector. This requirement

can be fulfilled most simply, particularly for low concentrations, by

using beveled parabolic reflectors. Below we give certain general

premises and a specific example of the design of such a ,ceflector.

The distribution of stress on a screen with reflection of solar

rays from a single plane mirror as a function of the ratio of the size

of the mirror and the distance from it to the screen can have varying
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'fr (F±g, i). Here we assume the following: the mirror has the

Bshape of a flat plate of length a and width B; the rays are incident

nrir'ml to the mirror; the deviation of the reflected rays from the

xv=mil to the mirror, caused by inaccuracies in the preparation of the

J&rLTror amd by the influence of the angular dimension of the sun, is

conivistarnt for the entire length of the mirror, and is equal to +P.

Kno-wing a, 13, and L (Fig. i), it is easy to determine the value

oft' the maximum thermal stress on the screen and'L at which theort

streiv•s diBtrLbution will correspond to Fig. ib:

L a/2 tan P (1)

Since P is very small, the value of Lcr is considerably greater

thavifntha-t of a. Thanks to this, in short-focal-plane installations

the s stress distribution on the focal plane will correspond to Fig. ia.

If' the rays strike the mirror at some angle a/2 (Fig. 2) and if,

1: addLt ion, the length of the plate a = 2y and L < Lcr,, from Fig. 2

q a nan easily construct a series of simple equations that express the

•rs.lationx between the values which determine the distribution of the,

eleergy reflected by the mirror and a P, L, and a.

However, the problem can be solved more simply by selecting R',

y, �,�a, and f, and then calculating the values of interest.

As can be seen from Fig. 3, for the zone of uniform energy dis-

Wt•ibut ion to be square it is necessary that

Bi= (r. + r)+-22(r 2 - r1 ); (2)

2 (r, + rj) + 2(.r6 - r{). (3)

Let; us calculate a reflector .for a photobattery having the form
'' 2

r,'a sq-uare with area F = 120 cm The required concentration K =-5,
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Let us give the values of , RI, 2y, and a on the basis of the

following concepts.

The value of 0 can be given by starting from the apparent dia-

meter of the sun (32'), ripples or imperfections in the mirror (for

a simple mirror made of unpolished glass, the maximum deviation of

the reflected ray is +30t), and the possible accuracy in aligning

the mirrors (+151). Thus the maximum deviation of the reflected ray

is 32,1/2 + 30' + 15' = 61' 1i.

The value of R is given by considering that the photobattery

does not shade the mirror and that it is possible to place the required

number of mirrors n in a circle of radius RW. In our case, the first

condition will be satisfied i-hen R' > 7.74, since the radius of the

2circle described about a square of area F =- 120 cm will be rd =-,/I /

- 7.74; the second condition will be satisfied when

R' > B1 /2 tan(3600 /2n). (A)

The value of 2y is given by the Qondition

2y > 2r i >, 2r do (5)

The value of a is found from the calculation that the distance L

from the center of the bevel to the focal plane is operationally

convenient and that it does not. exceed one-half the optimum coverage,
.0

i.e., 45-50

"Let us assume that I j°; R' = 16.0 cm; 2y = 16.5 cm; a = 26°.

Then, from Fig. 2,

R = R' + Y cos'/2 - 24,04;
R' R+ y cos a/2 = 32,08;

h =2Ysina/2= 3,71;'
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L = Rti90* - a)= 49,29;h
L'=-- L " --47,43;

A
L"~~~~~ =L =L-1 =511,14;

•L = L• a-- @)=7,85, i~. 16,5 > 15,7 > 15,48 accordn to F'ormula (s)ý

r2 = L' tar == 8,94;

r3 = Lan ("c - 1°) = 10,6;
r =R'"-L'an (a- +1V) =7,8 1, j.,. 16,5 > 15',62 .> 15,48;

= R' -- L'on i =8,95;

r= R' - L•n (c - 1V) = 9,96.

The maximum thermal stress at the focal point of a single mirror

can be determined from the following concepts.

Let the stress of direct solar radiation be S, in cal/cm 2min.

Then, the stress of the direct solar radiation on a flat mirror, the

normal to which forms the angle a/2 with the direction of the solar

rays, will be

Si Scos a/2 = 0.974S.

If the coefficient of reflection of the mirror .• = 0.8, the

stress of the direct solar radiation'after reflection onto the focal

plane, the normal to which forms the angle a with the direction of

the reflected rays, will be

S2=Emax =S 0.8 cos a =0.700S.

The required number of facets is determined from the formula

n K/a (6)

When n = 6, the maximum thermal stress on the focal plane from

6 facets will be

"E.mx = nE ma = 4.2S,
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which satisfies our requirements.

The width of the facets, according to Formulas (2) and (3), will

be

Bi 17.84; B2  17.94,
SWhile

Bi/2 tan (360 0 /2n) = 15.45 < 16.0,

which satisfies the second requirement on the ratio R' expressed by

Formula (4).

Figure 4 shows the general form of a reflector which in our

case might better be called a beveled cone; Fig. 5 shows the light

spot. and the stress distribution on the focal plane of this reflector.

From an examination of Fig. 5 we can easily determine the other

values of interest in our case:

"r4 '= n-- 8o9;

cos 5 -- '

r 1,=Y2r " =11,10:
wax

.r4 -J2-•,.=12,66;

r7 . 14,44;

r= r, +,(r3 -- r.) = 13,78;
,r sin 45 = 11,79;

sin 60"
r, cos 15"= 13,31.

Mie area of the square (photobattery) inscribed in a circle of

radius r 1 min = 7.81.

Fi = 2r2 = 122.0 cm2; given: Fi = 120 cm2 .

It is clear that with some other form for the photobattery, its

area could be increased considerably. For a photobattery in the form

of a rectilinear hexagon, its area
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F, = /,r1 1/* .= 158,8 CIO.

For, a photobattery in the form of a rectilinear octagon, its area

= .172,6 c.40.

Finally, for a round photobattery, its area might reach

F., r = 191,5c•,-.

The results of these calculations can be verified as follows.

Obviously, the amount of energy incident on the focal plane V should

equal the amount of energy reflected from all six mirrors Qref"

With reasonable accuracy we can write

wheeV= "(R2 -+- R2 + RR 2) H,wherwe

R, =-'(r + r4 ) = 7,95;

R2 = +(r,- rs) = 12,78;

H = 4,2S.

Then V = 142S.

The value of Qref is determined by the formula

Qre =S"" B, + B3.R -- ' 1429 S.

Consequently, we get V • I (f"

By increasing the number of facets n and positioning them in

concentric rings, we can considerably increase the obtained concentra-

tion, still retaining the uniform distribution of stress in the

greater part of the focal spot.
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Fig. 3. Light spot on the
screen with reflection of
the rays from a single

Fig. i. Distribution of stresses rectangular mirror.
on a screen with reflection of
rays from a mirror plate of
infinitely small width (the rays
are incident normal to the plate).

width of areap, 4,,•

1, f7ST7S--F th o- spot

Fig. 2.. Geometric diagram

for designing a beveled

reflector.
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Fig. 4~. Plan and cross Section
of a beveled reflector with
unifo3'rn distribution of thermal
stress (K = 4i.2S) for most of
the light spot.

Fig,, 5. Light spot and
stress distribution on ~ .

the focal plane of a \ ~
beveled reflector when
K 4,1f2S. _\ >
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